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Abstract: The ride-hailing platform offers the business model of the on-demand business ecosystem
in the era of the sharing economy. Platforms such as Uber, Lyft, and DiDi have become popular
worldwide and established a strong position in urban transportation. This paper presents a case
study analyzing the fierce competition between Uber and DiDi in the Chinese ride-hailing market.
First, employing the canvas framework, we show the core characteristics of the business models of
the two platforms. Our analysis and comparisons of the strategic positioning and implementation
concerning the building blocks of canvas ascribe the success factors of DiDi and the causes of Uber’s
failure. Although both Uber and DiDi provide similar service offerings for diverse market segments,
Uber’s mismatches between its strategic focus on the premium segment and service operations
proved to be a mistake. On the other hand, DiDi managed its business more efficiently by providing
a wide range of service offerings while leveraging the two-sided market. As a result, DiDi has grown
successfully as a one-stop transportation platform, which is well-suited to the Chinese market. This
study provides meaningful insights into business model innovations in the sharing economy and
implications for the evolution of future transportation platforms.

Keywords: sharing economy; ride-hailing platform; canvas model; Uber China; DiDi Chuxing

1. Introduction

Ride-hailing platforms present a sustainable option that complement public trans-
portation services and are now widely available worldwide. In China, competition between
Uber and DiDi Chuxing (hereafter simply referred to as ‘DiDi’) has been fierce since 2014
(Figure 1 [1]). Since entering the Chinese market, Uber has invested more than USD 1 billion
a year to expand its business. In 2015, it earned USD 1.5 billion in China, accounting for
60% of Uber’s global sales [2–6]. However, this race ended with DiDi’s victory. Uber in
China decided to merge its Chinese operations with DiDi, which secured a number of
seats on the boards of directors of the two companies in 2016 [5,6], resulting in Uber’s
withdrawal from the Chinese market. DiDi currently operates Uber China as a separate
brand [7]. DiDi also succeeded in attracting investment from Alibaba by merging the
two largest ride-hailing platforms, DiDi Dache and Kuaidi, in China and completed the
integration of service support with WeChat.

It is generally known that DiDi’s victory in the Chinese market was driven by aggres-
sive investment and marketing strategies. Indeed, DiDi spent USD 4 billion a year trying to
weaken Uber’s market share and finally managed to dominate 80% of China’s ride-hailing
market in 2016. As a result, in a 2016 survey, when both platforms were competing, 77.2%
of passengers said they were aware of the brand name of Uber China, while 91.7% said
they were familiar with the DiDi brand [8]. The relatively high user awareness of the DiDi
brand naturally led to more recommendations of the brand. In China, users’ preference
for Uber came mostly from brand loyalty (45.3%), the first-choice rate (21.9%), and brand
preference (22.4%) [8]. However, these figures were much lower than those of DiDi.
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Alibaba over eBay in the Chinese market. Ma pointed out the key to Alibaba’s success in 
his famous comment, “eBay is a shark of the sea, but a crocodile can beat a shark in the 
Yangtze River.” In other words, competition in the local market is different in many ways 
from global competition. However, few studies have analyzed in detail what competitive 
dimensions played a major role in these two cases. Uber’s failure, a global platform, might 
be attributed to the Chinese government’s protectionism or its industrial policy on do-
mestic corporate priority. However, when DiDi pushed out Uber, the Chinese govern-
ment’s hostile action against foreign companies was meager. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
conclude that Uber lost the competition with DiDi rather than the political influence of 
the policy authority in China. This study attempts to find the fundamental causes of losing 
the competition in the differences in their business models. 

With global platforms becoming more influential and powerful, it would be mean-
ingful to analyze the case of DiDi’s overtaking Uber systematically. In particular, this 
study examines how important it is to actively respond to local characteristics and contin-
gencies in the platform business by comparing and analyzing those two platforms in 
terms of multiple factors constituting the business model. 

First, we need to look at the characteristics of the market in which DiDi and Uber 
competed. Unlike traditional taxi businesses, digital platforms such as Uber and DiDi en-
able ride-sharing services in a peer-to-peer (P2P) manner. This business model is often 
considered a part of the sharing economy, sometimes called ‘cooperative consumption’ 
[9–16]. In the era of the data economy, two-sided market business models based on shar-
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DiDi’s victory over the global platform Uber reminds us of the win of Jack Ma’s
Alibaba over eBay in the Chinese market. Ma pointed out the key to Alibaba’s success in his
famous comment, “eBay is a shark of the sea, but a crocodile can beat a shark in the Yangtze
River.” In other words, competition in the local market is different in many ways from global
competition. However, few studies have analyzed in detail what competitive dimensions
played a major role in these two cases. Uber’s failure, a global platform, might be attributed
to the Chinese government’s protectionism or its industrial policy on domestic corporate
priority. However, when DiDi pushed out Uber, the Chinese government’s hostile action
against foreign companies was meager. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that Uber
lost the competition with DiDi rather than the political influence of the policy authority in
China. This study attempts to find the fundamental causes of losing the competition in the
differences in their business models.

With global platforms becoming more influential and powerful, it would be meaning-
ful to analyze the case of DiDi’s overtaking Uber systematically. In particular, this study
examines how important it is to actively respond to local characteristics and contingencies
in the platform business by comparing and analyzing those two platforms in terms of
multiple factors constituting the business model.

First, we need to look at the characteristics of the market in which DiDi and Uber com-
peted. Unlike traditional taxi businesses, digital platforms such as Uber and DiDi enable
ride-sharing services in a peer-to-peer (P2P) manner. This business model is often consid-
ered a part of the sharing economy, sometimes called ‘cooperative consumption’ [9–16].
In the era of the data economy, two-sided market business models based on sharing
economy platforms lead the transition from individualistic consumption to collaborative
consumption and from a supply led business to a demand-led business. The latter is
especially based on the network effect. Uber and DiDi made the most of the network effects
and generated tremendous value and scale in a short period.

Previous research has provided valuable insight into sharing economies in a variety
of markets. In particular, analyzing digital platforms from a business model perspective
provides a unique competitive strategy for the market and helps address challenges there.
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Business models (hereafter ‘BMs’ for short) are widely used and useful tools for analyzing
and implementing a company’s strategic behavior while describing its business logic [17].
However, there are not many studies on the basis of BMs that systematically analyze
competition between Uber and DiDi as well as Alibaba, eBay, Tencent, and Amazon
in China. Most prior studies focus on the fact that global platforms such as Uber and
eBay could not overcome China’s inherent non-economic features (such as cultural and
political factors) when entering and expanding markets in China [18–20]. For example,
these approaches highlight that global platforms have failed to understand and utilize
China’s unique market conditions [19,21,22]. Of course, it is true that such factors played
an important role. However, Uber and eBay’s failures also involved some critical problems
and issues in their business processes. Thus, a more systematic approach and analysis based
on BMs are needed for a comprehensive and objective understanding of the competitive
landscape in these markets. For example, in 2012, before Uber entered the Chinese ride-
hailing market in 2014, DiDi was already in operation, and its rapid development and
management of the supply network could have played a greater role in hindering Uber’s
settlement. Cultural differences and political influence might not be the dominant factors.

In this work, based on the business model perspective, we analyze and compare the
characteristics of Uber and DiDi by core business elements (BM building blocks). We
analyze the ride-hailing platform in a structured and organized manner, particularly by
adopting the canvas framework. Clear differences are revealed and compared by analyzing
building blocks such as value propositions, revenue models, and supply and demand
conditions during the period of competition between the two platforms. Furthermore, we
identify the success factors of DiDi and the causes of Uber’s failure and present compelling
implications. The approach in this paper can be a meaningful reference for designing
and implementing BMs for more general digital platforms as well as ride-hailing services.
It also provides practical insights and empirical evidence useful for various platforms
participating in the Chinese markets in a sharing economy environment.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the competition
between Uber and DiDi in the Chinese ride-hailing market together with their strategic
positioning and value proposition in such a competitive environment. Section 3 employs
the canvas framework to analyze critical differences in various business building blocks
that make up the two ride-hailing platform BMs. This comparison can also provide the
relationship between BMs and innovation and highlight their differences. Section 4 presents
lessons and implications for the ride-hailing platforms and sharing economy platforms
based on our analysis and findings. The final section concludes this study, suggesting
future research directions.

2. Two Ride-Hailing Platforms with Two Value Propositions
2.1. Backgrounds and Research Framework: BM Building Blocks

Uber established its subsidiary Uber China in July 2014 and started operations in
Beijing and Shanghai. Uber China adopted a more localized approach for potential users
in China. For example, the platform connected its system to Baidu Maps for navigation
services and cooperated with Alipay for easy payment. Due to two years of development
efforts, China became Uber’s largest overseas market. In the course of strategic develop-
ment, Uber also established its only independent company (Shanghai Wubo Technology
Company) outside the United States and installed proprietary servers in October 2015.

Before Uber China, DiDi already started its business in Beijing in September 2012,
collaborating with Beijing Xiaoju Technology Company. In February 2015, DiDi achieved
about 250 million registered users through a strategic merger with Kuaidi Dache, a com-
peting platform initiated by Alibaba. This figure was equivalent to 80% of the market
share and made DiDi seize market leadership. The total orders through the DiDi platform
amounted to 1.43 billion in 2015, nearly double all taxi orders in the United States [23,24].
In 2016, DiDi entered the international markets by expanding to Southeast Asia and India
and officially started ride-hailing service in the United States in April. After a fierce pricing
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race, DiDi and Uber China merged into one company through mediation by the Chinese
government and regulatory authorities. Accordingly, Uber China was sold on August 1st,
2016, to DiDi, which secured seats on the boards of the two companies (Uber accounted for
approximately 20% of the merged company) [7,25,26].

For the sake of systematically analyzing the differences between the two platform
companies’ competitive processes and strategic approaches, this study developed the
canvas models for both platforms (refer to Figures 2 and 3). Canvas models allow us to
analyze the BM of each platform [27–30]. This well-known framework decomposes a BM
into nine components (building blocks). With the value proposition block in the middle
at the center, the left side is composed of supply related blocks, and the right is made
up of demand-related blocks. That is, a canvas consists of three sections, each of which
corresponds to the value proposition, the set of supply blocks, and the set of demand blocks.
This study also follows this configuration and compares and analyzes the two BMs.
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There are not many studies that apply the canvas model to ride-hailing services such
as Uber and DiDi. However, a few studies apply the canvas model to mobility as a service
(MaaS). For example, [31] presents several types of sustainable open business models in the
MaaS market using the canvas model. Among various kinds of MaaS alternatives, open
innovation is shown to be the most difficult in the case of car-sharing operators, which
are the closest to the subject of this study. As we will present below, we could draw some
reasons for these findings by comparing and analyzing the canvas BMs of Uber and DiDi.
For example, MaaS operators need to provide greater availability and flexibility for the
potential users to increase the chance of success. Our study also confirms that DiDi was
ahead in this dimension over Uber (refer to Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2).
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2.2. Value Propositions

Our analysis of two BMs first starts with value propositions to understand the sources
of the differentiated features of the two platforms that competed in the same market. Indeed,
value proposition is the core component of the canvas model [32]. Value is generated and
passes through a series of the various elements (building blocks) that make up the business
model, as detailed in the following sections (Sections 3 and 4).

First, both platforms share the unique nature of two-sided markets, which creates
value by matching and connecting heterogeneous markets or groups [33]. Here, passengers
and drivers are two different groups that could not interact with each other without those
platforms. Compared to conventional taxi services, the DiDi and Uber platforms provide
new mobility services to meet the various needs of passengers. The driver group constitutes
another pillar or resource of the two-sided market. People who own idle vehicles are now
able to provide riding services to earn extra income while enjoying flexible working hours.
To this end, information and communication technology (ICT) is actively utilized to reduce
passengers’ waiting time and taxi costs while also reducing the idle time of drivers.

These platforms also effectively reduce information asymmetry through recommen-
dation systems. Customer segmentation identifies sets of users that respond differently
to service costs and allows each set (segment) to meet the desired needs. This led to an
increase in demand for ride-hailing services by enabling virtually identical services to be
offered at lower prices depending on circumstances. For example, DiDi received a great
response from potential drivers by allowing low-end private car owners across China to
receive lower fares than Uber China. This provided the basis for DiDi to stay ahead of
Uber through a more detailed pricing strategy that made the most of local experience and
circumstances. On the other hand, Uber was considered a great marketing leadership
candidate by providing accessibility and convenience, such as the ‘one-click helicopter call’.
As such, the two platforms share a typical two-sided market business model in that they
set the range of acceptable fares and service provisioning and provide affordable services
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that were previously unavailable to passengers and drivers participating in their platforms.
However, the methods of capturing and responding to these opportunities differ in the
value propositions of these two competing platforms.

Strategic positioning for competitive advantage is a matter of choosing a strategic
stance in terms of product range, market scope, and business value system [34]. From this
point of view, Uber set out to provide an outstanding service experience and a variety of
high-end vehicles as an important part of its service offerings. It was based on its successful
experiences in global markets such as the United States and Europe. Uber in China has also
put forward its image as a luxury brand along with its high-end service provisioning. Based
on its positive recognition in high-end markets, Uber China sought to expand its business
areas by attracting customers from various social and income brackets in more diversified
segments. For example, Uber released ‘UberBlack’, which provides high-end ride-hailing
services for high-income people, almost simultaneously with its business launching in
China. In addition, with the opening of the Chinese markets in mind, Uber tried to release
‘People’s Uber’, a carpooling service that was cheaper than taxis, to secure customer pools
in advance.

According to Porter, strategic positioning means performing activities different from
competitors or performing similar activities in different ways [35]. DiDi provides an
exemplary case of this approach. In contrast to Uber, DiDi wanted to offer a simple
ride service for groups of customers who rely on taxis because they do not have cars.
Furthermore, the platform tried to offer such services at a lower price than taxi fares.
Therefore, from the beginning, DiDi started by targeting the demand that could substitute
taxis. These customer segments did not overlap with Uber. Uber, on the other hand,
targeted somewhat extreme customer segments as described above because it did not want
to cause trouble with Chinese taxi unions. Since such customer segments were an important
installed base for DiDi, it chose a strategic position focused on satisfying these customers’
needs. DiDi operated ride-hailing services in a similar way to the taxi-hailing service, with
large-scale existing taxi users as a key factor. DiDi’s service was better than taxis in terms of
quality as well as fares, as it provided several supporting tools and features to maximize the
users’ experience. Based on its success in those segments, DiDi could evolve into a one-stop
ride-hailing platform. It successfully introduced new services such as high-end services,
long- and short-distance carpools, and other multi-horizontal extensions and expanded its
business domains. In the process of this expansion, its target segments began to overlap
with Uber, and the two platforms started to compete in earnest.

As a result, DiDi and Uber China nearly took a similar form of business activities. Still,
they differed in how they entered and expanded the markets because they originated from
different value propositions. Based on its own technological and brand advantage, Uber
China took an approach to expand the service domains while focusing more on vertically
in-depth specific services. On the other hand, DiDi sought horizontal expansion by adding
services for a broader user base, which could substitute for taxis and other conventional
city transportation.

3. Business Model Comparisons
3.1. Demand-Side BM Building Blocks
3.1.1. Customer Relationship: Brand Effect

Uber was the first platform to launch the ‘ride-hailing’ service even before the term
appeared in the media. Thus, Uber’s brand power is very strong and a big driver of its
business growth. Just like Google with search engines, Uber is almost synonymous with
ride-hailing services. More than 40 million people a month are becoming newly aware of
this brand, and 633 cities around the world run the service. For this reason, the prevailing
prediction was that Uber could quickly penetrate China’s market as soon as it started its
business in China. However, Uber China has failed to create a winner-take-all situation,
especially in the Chinese urban mobility market, where there is a large number of potential
customers who cannot catch taxis during peak hours. According to iResearch (2016), the
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number of users enjoying ride-hailing services in China reached 399 million at the end of
2015 [36]. Until the first quarter of 2016, DiDi’s market share (in terms of the number of
orders) reached 85.3%, taking first position in the industry, while Uber’s market share fell
short of 14.9%. These figures indicate that despite Uber’s strong brand power in global
presence, other factors in the Chinese market would virtually influence the users’ choice of
the ride-hailing platform. In this respect, we propose the following factor about the impact
of brand power on Chinese ride-hailing services.

Factor 1. Despite Uber’s strong brand recognition in the global market, Chinese users did not
seriously consider brand power when choosing ride-hailing services.

In 2016 (when both platforms were competing with each other), 77.2% of passengers
said they had heard about the brand name ‘Uber’ in a survey asking about Chinese users’
preferences for ride-hailing services (see Figure 4). However, 91.7% of potential passengers,
higher than the rate above, said they already knew about DiDi. DiDi’s relatively high user
perception of the brand naturally led to DiDi being recommended more often (network
effect by word-of-mouth). In addition, the unique usage patterns of Chinese users resulted
in 45.3% of brand loyalty to Uber and 21.9% of their first choice (preference), all of which
were lower than DiDi’s figures [8].
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3.1.2. Channel Management

With Uber’s entry, the competitive landscape of the Chinese ride-hailing market
changed. Since the second half of 2014, market competition intensified through aggressive
promotional marketing and financial support such as subsidies. Competitive strength
is usually evaluated in terms of coverage of the service area, the number of active users,
growth rate, etc. DiDi took full advantage of the local company’s position and outperformed
all these indicators. For example, DiDi was able to quickly establish a competitive stance
by making the most of the high population density, local characteristics, and traditional
ties with domestic partners. On the other hand, Uber maintained a steady market share in
some segments with its own technology, especially in high-end services (e.g., UberBlack)
and carpool services. However, DiDi succeeded in achieving higher market penetration
in more service categories, even in the high-end that Uber was occupying. According to
iResearch (2015), the range of users tracked by DiDi’s app records reached 88.4%. From this
fact, we derive the following success factor for DiDi in the Chinese ride-hailing market [37].

Factor 2. DiDi’s broad regional coverage significantly helped penetrate the market and compensate
for its weakness in following Uber, a global leader.

In October 2015, the number of Uber China orders in Chengdu (i.e., the number of
service requests) surpassed that in New York City, making Chengdu the biggest city served
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by Uber. However, Uber China’s expansion plan focused only on China’s largest cities.
Uber China appeared to expand into smaller cities after establishing dominant positions
in large cities. Table 1 demonstrate that Uber operated in fewer than 40 cities until the
second quarter of 2016. On the other hand, DiDi had a far larger user base and provided
its services in more than 400 cities during the same period. DiDi enhanced its service
platform by actively utilizing subsidies to attract potential subscribers by starting with
the initial taxi-hailing service. This expansion strategy developed various types of service
provisioning and offerings. At the same time, DiDi quickly extended its coverage to more
than 400 cities by collaborating with taxi drivers in those cities. Accordingly, the scale of
monthly active users came to reach 58.86 million in 2016.

Table 1. Comparison of coverage between DiDi Chuxing and Uber China [38–41].

2016 Q1–Q2 DiDi Chuxing Uber China

Number of Cities Covered [39,41] 400 37
Active User Coverage [38] 85.6% 15.4%

Monthly Active Users [40] (unit: 10,000) 5886.7 1848.8
Monthly Active Users Growth Rate [40] 195.9% 890.5%

Daily Active Users [40] (unit: 10,000) 908.6 229.6

3.1.3. Service Offerings and Strategic Positioning

As Uber and DiDi competed in China’s ride-hailing service market, they began to
overlap in many aspects of the target market segments and service offerings. Uber China
focused on providing refined services and vertical differentiation depending on vehicle
models. For example, ‘People Uber+’ (or Uberpool) utilized Uber’s technological superior-
ity to enable high-quality carpooling services at reasonable prices. The service was offered
at a relatively low rate to promote Uber’s basic services at the same time. Uber expected
this approach to significantly increase vehicle utilization efficiency in cross-platform com-
petition while reminding users that Uber would be a representative of the sharing economy.
However, according to an iResearch (2016) survey in March 2016, it was DiDi’s app that
provided the most popular and comprehensive service in China’s mobile transportation
sector [36]. DiDi even provides a wealth of information about service areas, including
travel-related information at the top of the ride-hailing service app. DiDi’s strategy to pro-
vide comprehensive content based on urban mobility has helped improve and expand the
business ecosystem, thereby enhancing platform stickiness for users. It also helped users
recognize that DiDi would be a total transportation service provider, unlike Uber China.
Therefore, we argue that these differences in service offerings and strategic positioning
resulted in different outcomes for the two platforms.

Factor 3. DiDi’s rich service offerings and broad strategic positioning were more attractive to
Chinese users than Uber’s focused strategy and were consequently more effective.

Table 2 compare the range of service offerings for the two platforms. In some service
classes, the two platforms compete for the same market segments. Since both platforms
were interested in high-end ride-hailing services or premium classes, they ultimately
competed fiercely by providing similar services. In particular, Uber, which started with
high-end services, still showed its obsession with this type of service class in the Chinese
market. Considering that service diversity and prices greatly appeal to Chinese users,
Uber China paid much attention to attracting low-end private car owners to provide new
types of ride-hailing services such as UberX. However, this approach ignored some of
the service categories and specific user groups. For example, long-distance carpooling
(e.g., DiDi Hitch), taxis, and designated driving were included only in DiDi’s service offer-
ings. DiDi provided a wider range of services than Uber and covered almost every segment
of the vertically differentiated line from low- to high-end. DiDi is still pursuing a strategy
to attract virtually all types of users from various income levels to its platform. It competed
with Uber, offering a variety of ride-hailing services to meet the diverse needs of different
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types of users. For example, ‘DiDi Express’, launched to compete in the same category
as UberX, was offered at a slightly lower rate than the daily taxi fare, targeting low- and
middle-income Chinese users who are sensitive to the service fee.

Table 2. Service classes and offerings from DiDi and Uber.

Service Class DiDi Chuxing Uber China

Carpool DiDi Express; DiDi Hitch People’s Uber (+)
Economy DiDi Express UberX
Premium DiDi Premier; DiDi Lux UberBlack; UberXL *

Others DiDi Taxi; DiDi Designated Driving -
* Since UberXL usually employs large vehicles, it is classified as premium for the purpose of this study.

3.1.4. Alignment between Value Proposition and Strategic Positioning

When evaluating the Chinese ride-hailing market, Uber did not seem to succeed in
aligning its expectation and prediction for the market by designing and implementing
marketing strategies. As the competition for market share with DiDi and other existing
platforms in the Chinese markets intensified, Uber could have failed to clarify what it
wanted to do and what it could do best to win the race. These inconsistencies resulted in
losing the winner-take-all game, a typical competitive landscape in the platform business.
For example, services such as ‘Uber Black’ did not seem to reflect the characteristics of the
high-end segment of the Chinese market well. As shown in Table 2, while Uber provided a
variety of service classes, customers actually perceived that only Uber Black represented
the company‘s unique competitive edge. Uber also implicitly took the position that Uber
Black was its core business domain, which suggested that Uber rated this category as
more profitable than other ride-hailing services. It was reported that about 300 million
passengers and more than 10 million drivers registered on these platforms by 2015 [42].
The monthly number of active users increased at an average rate of 13%, of which 83.2%
chose DiDi, and 16.2% chose Uber China. However, more than 80% of drivers registered in
Uber China worked part-time. Those users and drivers belong to the middle and upper
classes, who appeared to be more interested in building friendship networks. One source
for this was the platform’s promotions and marketing events, which provide rich riding
experiences and interest-sharing opportunities. In short, Uber China’s ambitious efforts to
foster high-end services missed the target. Uber China also neglected its efforts to make
full use of this target user group and used it only to show off its advanced technology.
Accordingly, we found discrepancies between value proposition, strategic positioning, and
service design and offerings.

Factor 4. DiDi’s strategic target settings and service offerings were better suited than those of Uber.
Furthermore, DiDi’s strategy and service design were consistent with its value proposition, but
Uber’s were not.

In addition to advanced services, DiDi also provided lower-level service classes such
as DiDi Express and Taxi. As shown in Table 3 below, these service categories accounted
for 90% of all order requests [43]. On the other hand, Uber, which provided advanced and
premium services in its early stage in the United States, also deployed a similar plan in the
Chinese market. However, as the following table demonstrates, about 92% of the service
requests were attributed to below the economy-level classes. Indeed, it is these service
categories (e.g., DiDi Express and People’s Uber) that brought about the most sales revenue
in the ride-hailing market. Those categories are also most advantageous in maximizing the
network effect, which is a key feature of platform businesses. Uber’s market share in these
segments was meager, but much of its actual revenue (more than 90%) came from these
services. Premium services such as Uber XL and Uber Black accounted for only 8% of total
service requests. This imbalance between the strategic focus (premium categories) and the
actual revenue sources (below premium classes) suggests that there was a major problem
with marketing and operational plan and deployment. This also means that Uber achieved,
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at best, modest success compared to its efforts and investments in human resources and
financial resources in the Chinese market.

Table 3. Daily order requests (in millions) per service offering class.

DiDi Chuxing Uber China

Carpool DiDi Express and DiDi Hitch 270.8 (~90%) People’s Uber (+) 53.4 (~92%)Economy DiDi Express UberX
Premium DiDi Premier and DiDi Lux 29.5 (~10%) UberBlack and UberXL 4.6 (~8%)

3.1.5. Pricing and Incentive Schemes

Like other businesses, pricing schemes and structures constitute one of the core value-
creation mechanisms of the ride-hailing platform. The pricing framework is also a key
enabler of customer value by building the platform’s installed base. As in the cases of
other B2C platforms, DiDi and Uber both adopted a peer-to-peer (P2P) business model.
Thus, the design of their pricing schemes plays an important role in gaining a competitive
edge. In particular, the ride-hailing business model works like a two-sided market that
connects and matches one side (drivers as service providers) and another side (passengers as
users) [33,44]. Therefore, we should evaluate how they follow the basic pricing framework
and key lessons in the two-sided market.

First, in terms of supply, the owners of the vehicles (drivers) choose one platform
(single-homing) or multiple platforms (multi-homing) to provide passengers with ride-
hailing services and receive fares. The platform can receive a certain percentage of service
charges in return for providing a channel that connects the drivers and the passengers.
Securing channels that make it possible to approach and access users is critical to service
suppliers (drivers here). Thus, in general, platforms gain bargaining power over suppliers
and are able to manage them through access control and/or access charges (service fees
to access and use the platform). The platform attracts users by setting platform usage
fees to a reasonable level and providing incentives (e.g., subsidies or coupons) to join
the platform. Both the suppliers and the users can achieve win-win situations due to the
interactive relationships through the platform. In other words, as the number of service
requests from passengers increases, the platform can attract more drivers on its supply
side, which will ultimately improve the service experience of passengers on its demand
side. Improved service experience attracts more users, which in turn provides an attractive
supply environment for drivers joining the platform. This virtuous cycle follows a typical
‘indirect network externality’ [33,44,45] in the two-sided market, in which the platform
eventually benefits both by brokering both sides (markets) and, at the same time, enhances
its own benefits.

However, these positive feedback mechanisms require careful design and operations of
pricing schemes. Otherwise, the feedback mechanism may not work the way the platform
intends; instead, it may operate in a way that worsens the platform’s gains (a vicious cycle).
In other words, the platform should carefully choose a side (called a supporting side) where
incentives are more effective in order to make the most of indirect network externalities. In
general, a side (market) that is more sensitive to price level becomes the supporting side. In
ride-hailing platforms, the user side (passengers) usually reacts more sensitively to pricing.
Therefore, following Porter’s market power framework, the effective management of the
user side (potential passengers) holds the key to the success of the entire platform service
operation. For example, pricing in a platform should be designed to reflect factors directly
related to revenue streams, such as platform choice and use frequency.

In addition to pricing schemes, there are other factors that affect users’ platform
choices, which eventually establish a negotiation power between users and platforms. For
example, factors that determine service quality, such as the drivers’ overall reputation
on a platform, the vehicles’ images and hygiene, the driver’s attitude to customers, and
other service experiences, are also crucial. When Uber’s dynamic pricing system failed to
work correctly, users became deeply opposed to drivers’ opportunistic and selfish behavior
during peak times and in crowded areas, which led to a sharp drop in usage. Therefore, the
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capabilities and skills to manage and control drivers are essential factors preventing users
from leaving the platform and tying them into the platform. Finally, since users also care
about the choices and recommendations of their peers and friends (e.g., platforms chosen
by friends), direct network effects (other than indirect effects) also have a significant impact
on the platform’s success. All of these factors significantly affected the users’ platform
preferences and choices, resulting in a substantial performance gap between Uber and DiDi.
They also established different relationships with their supplier and user sides.

Factor 5. Differences in pricing and incentive schemes for passengers and drivers resulted in a
significant performance gap between Uber and DiDi.

Table 4 compare DiDi’s and Uber’s pricing schemes in terms of service class. In the
case of premium services, both DiDi and Uber took 20% of their driver’s charge in return for
the platform services. However, the pricing schemes for other service classes are different
from platform to platform. For carpooling services such as DiDi Express and Hitch, DiDi set
about 5% of the driver’s fare as a platform fee, but Uber offered similar services (People’s
Uber) free of charge. However, compared to public transportation fares and service quality
in many Chinese cities, DiDi’s 5% fee was not actually recognized as a significant difference
compared to Uber’s zero fares. In other words, users felt that a 5% fee was quite reasonable
when using carpooling services.

Table 4. Comparisons of platform service fee rates [46].

Service Class DiDi Chuxing Uber China

Carpool DiDi Express and Hitch 5% People’s Uber (+) 0%
Economy DiDi Express 5% UberX 20%
Premium DiDi Premier and Lux 20% UberBlack and UberXL 20%

More critical differences are found in other service classes. At the economy class
service (DiDi Express and UberX), DiDi charged only 5% as its platform service fee (rate),
but Uber charged 20% as the fee. Despite the fact that users of lower-level service classes
are more price-sensitive, Uber adhered to a relatively high rate. Though the actual prices
paid by users would actually be lower than those of high-end services, the rate itself did
not differ between high- and low-end services. As a result, Uber failed to attract users from
its most crucial service class, which prevented the platform from reaching a critical mass
beyond which it could enjoy network effects. Most of Uber’s revenue was attributed to
service classes such as People’s Uber, People’s Uber+, and UberX. However, the pricing
strategy for these classes fell short of expectations from the users of these services and
failed to reach a sufficient number of users.

Moreover, the primary sources that supply vehicles and drivers in the ride-hailing
platforms are private car owners and rental car companies. Indeed, they participated
in the platform almost full time. However, the nature of the two-sided market causes a
reduced user base to harm suppliers (that is, a vicious circle or negative indirect network
externality). In other words, in two-sided markets, the mal-effect of a miss-aligned pricing
structure was not only limited to the user side but also spilled over into the other side.
Uber’s pricing strategy ultimately failed to leverage indirect network externalities between
users (passengers) and suppliers (drivers). As the ride-hailing market’s growth forced
subsidies to decrease due to some government regulations, Uber’s competition capabilities
worsened because of mistakes in pricing strategies and suffered from loss.

On the other hand, DiDi was able to pursue well-established two-sided markets with
appropriate pricing strategies, thereby improving user needs and expanding the markets.
In addition to its price competitiveness in the economy class, it quickly penetrated the
user side and extensively utilized the installed base by aggressively providing subsidies
and other incentives from the early stage. DiDi also overcame their relatively lower brand
image compared to Uber by adhering to strict service quality standards on its own. These
pricing and incentive strategies were also appropriate for rapidly expanding from large
cities to small towns and rural areas. As a result, it achieved large market shares and
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built its own business ecosystems in most regions, where it could maximize the benefits of
network effects.

3.2. Supply Side BM Building Blocks
3.2.1. Service Operations and Value Features

In terms of service processes, one could observe clear differences in value proposition
and service design between Uber China and DiDi. From a two-sided market perspective,
both platforms paid more attention to passengers (i.e., the user side) who prefer efficient
and reliable ride-hailing services. In Uber’s case, lots of efforts were made to simplify
service operations for passengers. All requests from Uber passengers could be completed
in just a couple of steps using a smartphone. Uber employed an automatic dispatch system
that prevents drivers from selectively accepting or rejecting passenger requests for the
sake of maximizing user experience as well as passenger–driver matching. That is, when a
passenger requests a ride, the platform assigns the order to the available driver closest to
the passenger, which the driver must accept. This maximizes the efficiency of matching
from the user’s perspective. Furthermore, Uber applied a set of stringent rules to improve
the overall service quality of drivers. For example, it was highly recommended to utilize the
feedback system that evaluates driver performance and shares assessments transparently.

DiDi also cared a lot about the user side. With the launch of its first service for taxi
users, DiDi accumulated a solid user base, which enabled the platform to enter the ride-
hailing market with a base for the user side in the two-sided market. Compared to other
competing platforms in the Chinese market, DiDi also developed a number of operational
capabilities for providing a wider service offering to support a variety of user requests. This
enabled DiDi to meet the diverse transportation needs posed by multiple user segments.
Furthermore, due to its strong subscriber base, DiDi was able to pay attention to the
supplier side (i.e., drivers). In particular, the platform implemented a variety of operating
mechanisms that allow users to customize their service requests across multiple criteria.
Due to these supporting features for drivers, they were able to respond flexibly to requests
from the platform. These measures enrich and thicken the pool of drivers and vehicles,
improving the driving experience for passengers.

Consequently, DiDi’s approach to the design and operations of service processes
reflects considerations not only for users but also for providers. This allowed DiDi to
achieve overall service improvements and increase user experience over Uber China. This
strongly suggests that differences in basic design and operations pertaining to service
processes led the two platforms to different paths. The following Factor 6 summarizes
these points:

Factor 6. Unlike Uber China, DiDi incorporated the needs of the supplier side (drivers) into
its service processes (e.g., matching functions, payment methods). This difference in the service
operation focuses allowed DiDi to expand its ecosystem from both sides of the two-sided market
compared to Uber.

This difference in service operations can also be found in Figure 5 (reconstructed
based on [42]). Figure 5 compare key service operational functions along with the service
request-and-response paths on both platforms. The overall structure looks basically similar,
but there are critical differences in major service flows, which originate from the different
focus of service processes. First, Uber’s service flow is more concise than that of DiDi’s,
reflecting its fundamental proposition of actively responding to user needs. The former, as
in the United States and some European countries, favors simple processes and prioritizes
convenience, while the latter offers a variety of service features. For example, when
considering the reservation service flow and passenger waiting flow, the obvious differences
between DiDi and Uber are well illuminated. DiDi utilizes the driver’s service request
collection function and integrates trifling details in the course of contracts with potential
passengers (e.g., tipping) with the procedure for receiving the order. Uber, on the other
hand, still only advocates services of reservation, real-time matching, and dynamic pricing
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and rarely allows a detailed procedure favoring its drivers. Indeed, the Uber app’s interface
is much simpler than that of DiDi’s.
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Another major difference is also found in the payment system associated with the
last step of the entire service flow. DiDi offered a variety of payment options, which
may complicate the overall service flows. For example, DiDi has a close partnership with
WeChat and Alipay, China’s two largest payment platforms. Furthermore, DiDi actively
embraced the cultural specificity in which the majority of passengers, as well as drivers,
prefer cash clearing to online payment alternatives. DiDi users were able to pay by cash as
well as by credit card. On the other hand, Uber China insisted only on the global payment
system it had built. For Uber, as a global corporate, it would be much more efficient for all
users around the world, including the Chinese, to depend on the same payment system.
As a result, Uber China only allowed credit cards or Alipay, requiring users to register
for accounts with certain financial institutions, thereby integrating them into its global
payment system. While the original purpose of this service design was to simplify the
payment process to improve user convenience, this approach in the Chinese market was
rather an obstacle to its user-friendly service operations. Indeed, this mistake became
a critical drawback for the platform business, where it is essential to quickly expand its
subscriber base amid fierce competition.

Figure 6 depict the value curves of DiDi and Uber across various service attributes
when both platforms were competing in 2016 [47]. In terms of many service attributes,
the two curves show significant differences in passenger satisfaction of the two platforms.
DiDi is narrowly ahead of Uber in all processes, excluding first-stage (calling) and driving.
Furthermore, differences in overall patterns of value curves suggest that the service process
locus that the two platforms pursue is quite different. As discussed earlier, Uber empha-
sized the simplicity of service design and the efficiency of real-time automatic dispatch,
while DiDi focused on value-added features such as payment and after-sales services. In
particular, DiDi performs better than Uber in the second half of the service flow. Even by
comparing the value curves, it can be inferred that DiDi’s service design and operations are
suitable for a variety of service offerings, while Uber’s approach to pursuing simplicity and
sticking to global standards did not work well in the Chinese market. This also suggests
that Uber China lacked an understanding of what passengers and drivers in China wanted.
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3.2.2. Value Chain Partnership and Investments

Platforms where cost reduction and service collaboration are important need to receive
investment and resources from multiple partners. Unlike conventional value chains, not
only those in charge of supply but also complementary providers for various additional
services play a role as critical partners in the platform ecosystem. Partners sometimes
need to share strategic interests beyond simple investments and participate in service
development to maximize common value. The ride-hailing platform is no exception. DiDi
and Uber sought to faithfully follow an approach to expanding relationships with various
partners such as suppliers and complementors.

As soon as Uber established its subsidiary in China in July 2014, it established a
strategic partnership with Baidu, which dominated search engines in the Chinese market.
In order to secure mapping technology and the core assets of ride-hailing services, Uber
China approached Baidu and was able to access core technologies to support vehicle
operations in China. It also accumulated the user base to enter the Chinese market through
various collaborations. For example, Uber could interconnect with major partner platforms,
including big sponsors who would be responsible for advertising and marketing. However,
unlike DiDi, Uber also had to maintain its global standards for platform operations and
after-sales services since the platform had to keep focusing on the global market as well.
These set a restriction on Uber China’s moves and eventually presented some challenges
to overcome. First, for the sake of conducting marketing activities that should take into
account local characteristics, Uber China focused on somewhat conventional marketing
tactics such as word-of-mouth marketing, event marketing, and cross-border marketing,
mostly in the front markets. Due to these efforts, Uber was able to penetrate the Chinese
market in a short period of time, gain attention from the Chinese people, and build a
reputation. This policy enhanced its corporate image and the ripple effect of its global
brand while fully utilizing the word-of-mouth effect of users and drivers.

Somewhat different from Uber’s more conventional marketing activities, DiDi ag-
gressively employed digital marketing to leverage novel social network services. DiDi
quickly spread awareness through WeChat’s community network and brought traffic to its
platform. DiDi’s early market investments also made it stronger for existing platforms such
as Tencent and Alibaba to support its platform. In many cities, the platform also focused
on cooperating with various scale companies such as traditional taxi companies, rental
cars, and after-market service firms, enhancing its reputation as a promising local platform.
Based on the broad support base, DiDi was able to achieve cross-border investments and
collaborations with Lyft and Ola in September 2016 and strengthened its global presence.
Based on the discussion above, we propose the following hypotheses.

Factor 7. The more diverse and richer partnership structure of DiDi than that of Uber provided a
foundation for DiDi to develop a wide range of service offerings. On the other hand, Uber failed
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to expand its regional base compared to its successful initial market entry since it relied on global
brand awareness and devoted itself to traditional marketing efforts (e.g., frequent promotions).

In order to compare the structural characteristics of collaborations and the diversity
levels of participating industrial sectors in the two platform ecosystems, major institutions
that had investment or business relationships with these platforms (from 2014 to 2016)
were investigated and summarized in the following diagrams. The partnership networks
centered on the two platforms are demonstrated below in Figure 7.
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Comparing the structural and industrial characteristics of the cooperative relationship
of the two platforms from collaboration networks and data analysis (Figure 8 below), one
could find the following. First, the industrial sectors that work most with these platforms
are, in common, IT service firms and financial institutions such as banks and insurers. In
the case of the Chinese market, it can be seen that there were far more companies working
with DiDi than Uber. DiDi also collaborated with a number of companies across a wide
variety of industrial sectors. For example, in 2016, DiDi worked with hundreds of taxi
companies in Shanghai and other cities to develop a cooperation project to promote mutual
benefits. DiDi used Internet technology and big data to help improve the operations of local
taxi companies and establish a driver evaluation system. These programs were selected to
receive public funds from local governments. DiDi also worked with convenience stores
such as 7-Eleven to provide services for passengers and drivers during their waiting time.
On the other hand, Uber China’s core partnerships are limited to automakers and car
rental companies. Uber also made partnerships with charities and public organizations
such as the China Green Foundation and the China Women’s Development Foundation,
but such coalitions with nonprofit organizations were unlikely to result in real business
opportunities. Rather than establishing a coalition or collaboration, Uber pushed ahead
with its own business ecosystem in such a way that it developed a direct connection with
selected stakeholders. While this approach to ecosystem expansion and growth may be
effective in developing its own services and governing brand power and leadership, it
sets clear limits in terms of participation-based expansion. As a result, DiDi’s partnership
structure was richer and more diverse than that of Uber China, which would have ultimately
helped DiDi to strengthen its competitiveness.
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4. Discussions

This study delves into the strategic approach of the global platforms in a regional
market through the case of competition between DiDi and Uber in the Chinese market. In
particular, we systematically analyzed which business model elements played a critical
role. One of the differentiation points in the ride-hailing service, the flagship of the sharing
economy platforms, from the incumbent taxi business is that it adopts a two-sided market
business model. The background behind Uber struggling in the Chinese market and
eventually being absorbed into DiDi indicates that Uber did not properly recognize the
situations different from those of the United States, particularly when applying the two-
sided market to the regional areas. For this reason, Uber failed to compete with the
local platform, which was a latecomer. For example, it was not able to efficiently operate
the process of utilizing surplus capacity, which is the most advantageous feature of the
sharing economy platforms. Our study presents a better understanding of the competitive
landscape in the Chinese market.

The case study employed in this research can also be extended beyond the ride-hailing
market into adjacent domains. Analyzing the ride-hailing services from the perspective
of the MaaS market introduced earlier may also provide valuable insights. Ref. Sarasini
and Linder [48] reviews the innovative aspects of the MaaS business model in the con-
text of transition theory centered on sustainability. Kubik [49] and Schafer [50] track
down the movement needs and present the demand patterns in the new normal situa-
tion triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic, along with general changes in demand for
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movement. Although it has slowed down somewhat due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
it can be seen that the demands for MaaS, in general, have been increasing steadily and
rapidly. Kamargianni et al. [51] introduces the key notions and examples of MaaS with
various mobility carriers (cars, bicycles, etc.), demonstrating that a higher level of mobility
integration is positive for improving user satisfaction. This study also addresses the factors
for designing an attractive MaaS system, which is also considerably handled in the canvas
model of this study. Turoń [52] addresses the open innovation issue regarding data-sharing
in the car-sharing business models and uncovers that the data-sharing problem of the
MaaS business model limits open innovation. Turoń [52] also argues that it is critical to
quickly identify customer needs from data-sharing and improve service flows to convert
the current business model into a proprietary model of an open car-sharing system. This
point is consistent with some findings of this study; for example, quite a similar point was
identified as a difference between Uber and DiDi (refer to Factor 4 in Section 3.1.4).

This study also shows that the canvas model is suitable for analyzing the platform
business models such as sharing economy platforms. Throughout the competition period
between the two ride-hailing platforms, it can be seen that the ways they designed and
implemented their business models were quite different for each component that constitutes
the canvas frame. In particular, we found differences in business logic and strategic choices
of DiDi and Uber in all three major building blocks: value proposition, demand-side BM,
and supply side BM (Section 3). Our approach can also be applied to analyze other sharing
economy platforms such as Airbnb.

Airbnb was able to settle down more successfully by taking a different approach from
Uber in the Chinese market. In particular, Airbnb’s strategic implementation differs from
Uber in the following three aspects, reflecting the unique nature of the Chinese market.
Airbnb also faced a competitive landscape similar to Uber when it entered the Chinese
market. Recalling the subsidy (and price cut) war between Uber and DiDi, Airbnb took a
new approach in terms of service coverage (Factor 2) in order to reshape the competitive
landscape posed by local platforms. As a way to mitigate the excessive competitive
pressure, Airbnb has expanded users’ recognition by providing unique accommodation
sharing services to attract Chinese tourists traveling abroad as well as foreign tourists
visiting China. Throughout these efforts, Airbnb shows that it presents value propositions
clearly differentiated from small local platforms (Factor 4). Due to this transition, Airbnb’s
rich host resources and brand awareness outside China could also play a key role (unlike
Uber) in entering and expanding the Chinese market from its early stage (Factor 1).

Second, unlike Uber, Airbnb continued to develop various service offerings suitable
for the target segments while expanding the regional coverage. For example, Airbnb
continues to reduce service fees to ensure low prices for family trips and millennials,
thereby absorbing them as target customers (Factor 5). In addition, room-sharing (a sort
of P2P service), a service offered only by Airbnb, is designed and operated with a focus
on user experience for those seeking unique characteristics of local culture (Factor 3). This
approach allows Airbnb to quickly reach a critical mass to enjoy network effects throughout
the entire Chinese market, even if it does not achieve the No. 1 market share in some
areas of China (Factor 4). This approach can be justified due to the fundamental structural
difference between Airbnb and Uber ecosystems [30,53].

Third, the partnerships with Airbnb’s local partners and complementors are more
effective and appropriate than Uber’s. The Airbnb platform can utilize all major payment
service modules in China, such as Alipay and WeChat, and is easily linked to Weibo and
WeChat accounts, China’s leading SNS platforms (Factor 7). In addition, Airbnb is paying
great attention to cooperation with the Chinese policy authorities and local governments.
For example, Airbnb carries out various projects promoting rural tourism in China in
cooperation with local universities and research institutions. This strategic attitude and
behavior suggest that Airbnb has a deeper understanding of the Chinese market and culture
than Uber.
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5. Concluding Remarks

Our paper presents a case study that analyzes the fierce competition between global
giants Uber and DiDi in the Chinese ride-hailing market and the failure of Uber in this
market. We compared and analyzed the characteristics of the BMs of the two platforms
based on the canvas framework. In terms of building blocks in the supply and demand
sides and the value propositions, DiDi’s strategic positioning, alignment, and implemen-
tation showed an advantage over Uber’s. While Uber showed inconsistencies between
its premium-focused strategy and service operations, DiDi operated its business more
effectively by adequately utilizing the two-sided market and offering a broad service range.
As a result, DiDi was able to grow into a one-stop mobility platform suitable for the Chinese
market. The lessons and implications from this study will be able to present deep insights
into BM innovations in the sharing economy. Furthermore, one could gain an insightful
prospect for the evolution of future mobility platforms and MaaS.

We conclude this paper by presenting some limitations of this study and future
research directions. This study has two major limitations. First, this research is based on
data mainly from 2016–2018 since we attempted to develop implications and insights for
failed innovative business models in the past. However, there were inherent limitations in
collecting past data in rapidly changing business areas such as sharing economy platforms.
Therefore, we had no choice but to rely mainly on secondary data such as market analysis
reports. In addition, data on the specific states of the platforms at certain moments in
the past were inevitably inferred from qualitative information such as news. As a result,
quantitative data on the cost structures and workforce resources during their competition
period, for example, could not be obtained. These limitations made it challenging to analyze
them using a sophisticated statistical model, forcing only qualitative interpretation to be
used. Second, our research focuses on the differences in business models of platforms
competing with each other, which inevitably vary from region to region. Although ride-
hailing platforms exist in many countries, it may not be easy to generalize the results of
this study since they operate in different legal and institutional contexts and fall under
different spheres of policy. Therefore, our future studies will reflect other influencing
factors that were not considered fully in this paper, such as policy risks and regulatory
environments [54–57].
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